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Abstract

Objective: To describe authorship concentration indexes (proportion of articles by the most prolific author [PPMP]; Gini coefficient) among health sciences journals indexed in LILACS, and to compare them to what a previous study found in MEDLINE.

Method: Bibliographic data were obtained from LILACS for systematically indexed journals with at least 50 signed articles (that is, with at least one individual author) from 2015 to 2019. Authors were identified by their name or, when possible, ORCID id. The PPMP was the number articles by the journal's most prolific author, divided by the number of signed articles. The Gini coefficient counted more than once articles with multiple authors author. For comparison purposes, MEDLINE data were reweighted to have the same distribution of journal size (number of signed articles) as LILACS journals.

Results: The study included 591 journals, with a median size of 163 signed articles. The median PPMP was 4.5% (95th percentile 12.9%), and the median Gini coefficient was 0.146 (95th percentile 0.307). The PPMP increased with journal size, while the Gini coefficient decreased. MEDLINE journals had lower PPMP and higher Gini coefficients, but this difference disappeared after the data were reweighted.

Conclusions: LILACS inclusion criteria are effectively countering any pro-endogeneity effect ownership by universities might have on regional journals. Journal evaluation should mind journal size when examining authorship concentration indexes. Formal derivation of their relationship with journal size would allow more precise interpretation of such indexes.
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Introduction

As dictated by the Council of Science Editors (2018), the World Association of Medical Editors (2009 Jul 25) and the International Committee of Medical Journal Editors (2021), editorial decisions should depend solely on the work’s validity and interest to readers, not on any competing interests the editors might have, or the journal owner’s commercial interests. Journals owned by universities and other research institutions can be particularly challenging in this regard, because editors may even have the same competing interests as the journal owners. Such journals’ scope can be expected to substantially overlap the parent organization's research activities, and some of the journal editors, reviewers and authors can be expected to be affiliated with said organization. As reviewed by Barradas and Pinheiro (2016), such endogeneity may bias the peer review process to be more lenient and to incorporate less diverse points of view, undermining the journal’s contribution to the scientific record; also see Sarigöl and colleagues (2017).

Recently, a high-profile scandal involving editors affiliated to the same institution as the authors motivated Locher and colleagues (2021 Mar 30) to propose an authorship concentration index (proportion of articles by the most prolific author) as an indicator of endogeneity. A second index (the Gini coefficient of inequality) was soon proposed by Scanff and colleagues (2021), who validated both indexes in a representative sample of journals indexed in MEDLINE. When either index was above its 95th percentile, the journal's most prolific author was more likely than not to participate in the journal's editorial board. Furthermore, the most prolific authors were more likely to have their articles accepted in less than three weeks, and this publication lag was even shorter in journals with a larger number of articles by their most prolific author. As discussed by Scanff and colleagues (2021), while there are legitimate reasons for editors to publish in their own journals, and for articles from prolific authors to have shorter evaluation times, both authorship concentration indexes can be used for flagging journals as potentially endogenous, “self-promotion journals” (as in Locher and colleagues (2021 Mar 30)), or “nepotistic journals” (as in Scanff and colleagues (2021)).

As noted by Scanff and colleagues (2021), about one third of the journals suspected of endogeneity were published in at least one language other than English, even if MEDLINE is skewed towards journals in English. This skewness also means the proposed 95th cutoffs may not generalize to health sciences journals in other languages, which are often not indexed in MEDLINE. Such journals are more likely to be included in the World Health Organization’s Global Index Medicus, which comprises five regional bibliographic indexes targeting low- and middle-income countries. The first and foremost of such regional indexes is the Latin American and the Caribbean Literature on Health Sciences (LILACS), which is maintained by the Pan American Health Organization's Latin American and Caribbean Center on Health Sciences Information (BIREME, from its original name in Portuguese) (Clark and Castro 2002).

Most scientific journals in the region are owned by universities (Fischman et al. 2010; Beigel et al. 2021), raising the possibility of journals in LILACS being even more endogenous than those in MEDLINE. On the other hand, the region has a longstanding tradition of including endogeneity in journal evaluations (Amorim et al. 2015; Rozemblum 2019).
et al. 2015; Paz Enrique et al. 2016; Boas et al. 2021), and the lack of significant endogeneity is one of criteria for journal selection in LILACS (Suga 2019). The overall endogeneity of LILACS-indexed journals should, thus, result from the tension between these two factors. The objective of this study was, then, to describe both authorship concentration indexes among health sciences journals indexed in LILACS, and to compare them to what Scanff and colleagues (2021) found in MEDLINE.

Methods

This bibliographic study covered LILACS from years 2015 to 2019, and included journals with at least 50 articles with at least one identified individual author (“signed articles”). In January 2022, the iAH (Interface for Access on Health Information) search interface in the BIREME's Virtual Health Library was used to search for any documents indexed as journal articles in that study period. The data were downloaded in the ISO 2709 format, imported into the R statistical environment 4.1.2 (R Core Team 2021) with code written for this purpose (Fontenelle 2022), and then filtered to include only signed articles from systematically indexed journals with at least 50 of those.

The ORCID (Open Researcher and Contributor ID) identifier was used to disambiguate authors whenever possible; it was available for 7.2% of the “authorships” (authors per article times number of articles). After minimal processing of author names (such as removing extraneous elements), the ORCID id was used instead of author names when such names occurred with one and only one ORCID id. The procedure was repeated after author names had their diacritics removed (names were encoded in ASCII) and hyphens replaced with white space (because Spanish-language authors sometimes introduce them to ensure indexing by first family name). In the end, there were 150 (0.5%) unique author names associated with more than one ORCID id while also sometimes occurring with no ORCID id. Because it was not clear which ORCID id to impute, these authors (and those with no ORCID id author) were identified by the author name, as in Scanff and colleagues (2021).

Authorship concentration at the journal level, aggregating all five years, was indicated by the proportion (or rather percentage) of articles published by the most prolific author and the Gini coefficient. Each journal's most prolific author was whoever had published more articles in that journal, and the proportion of articles was simply the ratio between the number of these articles and the journal size (total amount of signed articles in that journal). The Gini coefficient (zero meaning complete equality and one meaning complete inequality) was calculated following Jasso (1979); see Davidson (2009) for a discussion of the relative merits of each way of calculating the Gini coefficient.

Both indexes were described by their median, interquartile range, total range and 95th percentile. The relationship between the indexes and journal size was described using scatter plots drawn with ggplot2, version 3.3.5 (Wickham 2016). The relationship of journal subjects and countries with these variables was described by overlaying the same scatter plots with one smoothing spline for each subject or country with 20 or more journals.

For better comparison, data from Scanff and colleagues (2021) were reweighted so that journal sizes would have the same distribution as among LILACS journals. The present
study did not include a sensitivity analysis restricting data to the research articles, because the former study found the results to be largely the same, and because in the present study’s data only 248 journals had at least 50 signed articles with an explicit publication type; there would be even fewer journals with at least 50 research articles.

Results and discussion

The search retrieved 148,667 articles, distributed across at least 933 journals (some rare entries didn’t have an ISSN). Of these, 136,338 articles were published in 725 journals systematically indexed by LILACS. Finally, 132,540 of these were signed articles published in 591 journals with at least 50 signed articles during years 2015 to 2019.

The median journal size was 163 signed articles (Table 1). Meanwhile, MEDLINE journals studied by Scanff and colleagues (2021) had a median size of 500 signed articles (IRQ, 262 to 964). After reweighting, MEDLINE journals had the same size as those in LILACS (Table 1).

Table 1: Authorship concentration indexes in LILACS journals, 2015 to 2019, compared to MEDLINE journals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Journal characteristics</th>
<th>LILACS (n = 591)</th>
<th>MEDLINE (n = 5468)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total articles</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>median, IQR</td>
<td>166 [102–278]</td>
<td>173 [104–293]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>range</td>
<td>50–1975</td>
<td>50–108990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Signed articles</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>median, IQR</td>
<td>163 [102–275]</td>
<td>169 [103–288]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>range</td>
<td>50–1974</td>
<td>50–107342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Articles by the most prolific author</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>median, IQR</td>
<td>8 [5–12]</td>
<td>8 [5–14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>range</td>
<td>1–96</td>
<td>1–767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>More than one author tied as most prolific</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of articles by the most prolific author</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>median, IQR</td>
<td>4.48% [3.08%; 7.24%]</td>
<td>4.58% [2.94%; 7.45%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>range</td>
<td>[0.87%; 61.73%]</td>
<td>[0.13%; 39.91%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95th percentile</td>
<td>12.92%</td>
<td>14.92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gini coefficient</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>median, IQR</td>
<td>0.146 [0.099 to 0.203]</td>
<td>0.148 [0.096–0.209]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>range</td>
<td>0.000 to 0.484</td>
<td>0.000–0.741</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95th percentile</td>
<td>307</td>
<td>338</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IQR, interquartile range
Source: own data (LILACS) and Scanff and colleagues (2021)

The journals’ most prolific author had a median of 8 articles, or 4.5% of the signed articles, with a 95th percentile of 12.9% (Table 1). One quarter of the journals had more than one author tied as the most prolific one. The largest percentage (61.7%, more than twice the next largest percentage) was observed in a journal (Universitas Scientiarum, with 81 signed articles) which identifies the editor in the articles’ first page; often its articles in
SciELO (and records in LILACS) make it seem like the editor is one of the authors. (This journal was not included in panels A and C of Figure 1 for better visualization.) As in Scanff and colleagues (2021), the proportion of articles by the most prolific author was lower and less varying in journals with more articles (panel A in Figure 1).

![Figure 1: Pairwise scatter plot for journal size, percentage of articles by most prolific authors and Gini coefficient for LILACS journals, 2015 to 2019. One outlier journal was excluded from panels A and C for better visualization](image)

The median Gini coefficient was 0.146, with a 95th percentile of 0.307 (Table 1). No journal had an outstandingly high Gini coefficient (panel B from Figure 1), but one journal (Ágora, with 91 signed articles) had a coefficient of zero. The journal had an average of two authors per article, and no author published more than one article during the study period. As in Scanff and colleagues (2021), the coefficient was higher on average but somewhat less varying for journals with more articles (panel B in Figure 1).

The covariance between the Gini coefficient and the proportion of articles by the most prolific author depended on the number of articles (panel C in Figure 1), as expected from the relationship between each index and the number of articles. Journals with more articles had a low proportion, independently of the Gini coefficient, while journals with fewer articles had larger proportions if they had larger Gini coefficients.

In comparison to journals indexed in LILACS, those indexed in MEDLINE had a lower proportion of articles by the most prolific author (median 2.9%, 95th percentile 10.6%) and a higher Gini coefficient (median 0.183, 95th percentile 0.355), as described by Scanff and colleagues (2021). However, after reweighting MEDLINE journals, both authorship concentration indexes in MEDLINE became virtually identical to those in LILACS (Table 1).

The importance of journal size appeared again when the LILACS journals were grouped by subject or country of publication. Figure 2 shows the average of each concentration index, by journal size, for the six countries with at least 20 journals (out of the 18 countries in the database). Likewise, Figure 3 shows the average of each concentration index, by journal size, for the six subjects with at least 20 journals (of the 93 subjects in the database). For each country and each subject, the proportion of articles by the most prolific author was lower and the Gini coefficient was higher for larger journals.
Figure 2: Scatter plot of the percentage of articles by the most prolific author and Gini coefficient, both by journal size. Each overlaid smoothing spline represents one country with 20 or more journals.

Figure 3: Scatter plot of the percentage of articles by the most prolific author and Gini coefficient, both by journal size. Each overlaid smoothing spline represents one subject with 20 or more journals.

Concluding remarks

This study described the distribution, among health science journals indexed in LILACS, of two recently proposed indicators of endogeny. One indicator (the proportion of articles by the most prolific author) was higher and another (the Gini coefficient) was lower in LILACS journals than in MEDLINE ones. Both differences disappeared after adjustment for journal size.

In other words, if ownership by university does conduce to endogeneity in scientific journals, this effect is being countered by LILACS’ inclusion criteria. Of note, the present study had the ORCID id for some authors, which ought to increase both concentration indexes in comparison to just using the authors’ names. Furthermore, LILACS measures endogeny more directly, as the proportion of reviewers and editors from the same institution or geographic region, while the present study used more indirect measures. It is perhaps a testament to the effectiveness of the LILACS criteria that their effects are seen even when success is measured differently than LILACS itself measures it. Researchers
interested in measuring the effect on endogeneity of journal ownership by universities might have to do so in nascent journals not yet indexed in LILACS.

An implication for practice is that journal evaluations, both internal and external, should always mind the journal size when interpreting the authorship concentration indexes. While a journal publishing a thousand articles can be expected to have its most prolific author signing only 1% of them (ten articles), journals publishing fifty articles have a lower bound of at least 2% for even the least prolific authors. Likewise, larger journals can attend to larger and more heterogeneous scientific communities than smaller journals, and the Gini coefficient (or any other inequality measurement, really) for aggregate populations is larger than the Gini coefficient of their sub-populations, if there’s any inequality among said sub-populations (Pyatt 1976).

This is likely to apply not only to health sciences journals from Latin America and the Caribbean, but also to those from other regions. If journals indexed in MEDLINE can have similar authorship concentration indexes as those indexed in LILACS, adjusting for journal size, then these indexes can be reasonably expected to have a similar distribution in other reputable bibliographic databases, at least in the health sciences. Perhaps even the relative abundance of non English-language journals in the outliers of Scanff and colleagues (2021) can also be explained by larger journals publishing in English, although verifying this is not in the scope of the present study. It remains an open question whether the distribution of authorship concentration indexes is the same in disciplines other than the health sciences.

Finally, research is needed to provide a more rigorous description of the relationship between journal size and authorship concentration indexes. If an ideally non-endogenous journal increased or decreased in number of signed articles, how would that affect the indexes? Such knowledge would enable more precise interpretation of the indexes, and allow one to confidently compare countries or subjects, as well as to investigate whether larger journals are generally less or more endogenous than smaller ones.
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